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The set of equations for a non-ideal plasma in the hydrodynamic approximation is reduced 
to a linear one without assuming that the signal is small. Propagation of finite amplitude 
waves in the presence of a magnetic field is investigated; a comparison is made with well 
known results obtained on the basis of other assumptions. 

l . The set of equations of the hydrodynamic ap
proximation for a plasma consisting of N kinds of 
ions (each of which is treated as an incompres
sible fluid) has the following form1- 7 

curl e =- J:. oh 
c at ' 

N 

divh = 0, div ee = 4:n: h etnz. div v" = 0, 
l=l 

N 

+ :h vkt(Vt-Vk)-vkcurl curl vk 
1=1 

(k, l = I, 2, ... , N), (1) 

where Wk = v~/2 + Pklmknk + Fk is the sum of 
the kinetic, thermal and potential energy per unit 
mass of ions of the k-th kind; Vi{ is the kinematic 
coefficient of viscosity; "kZ is the effective fre
quency of collisions of an ion of type k with ions 
of type Z. 

We resolve the field 1r consisting of the set of 
quantities ( h, e, Vk· Wk) into a field II0 ( H0, E0, 

Vko· Wko) which represents some known solution 
of the system (1), and an auxiliary field to be de
termined II (H, E, Vk, Wk) 

h = H0 + H, e = E0 + E, 

On introducing the vector potential A for the 
auxiliary field II 

H =curl A, E = - c-1 iJA/ot, 

(2) 

(3) 

the system of equations for the field II( A, Vk, Wk) 
may be re:..written in the form 

divA= 0, div vk = 0, 

(4) 

52 

N 

+ ~ '~kt (Vt- Vk)- vkcurl curl Vk + l Vk X (curl Vko 
1=1 

p.ek \] [ ( p.ek )1 +cmk H0 ) +. Vk0 Xcurl Vk+ cmk A . (5) 

Equation (5) can be made linear if we restrict 
ourselves to the consideration of "helical" motions 

(6) 

where ak = ak ( r, t) satisfies the condition 
( Vk Y') ak = 0. The method of linear.izing helical 
fields in ordinary hydrodynamics,8 •9 applied10 to 
stationary helical motions of the form (6) is gen
eralized in this paper to non-stationary fields. On 

setting ak = ak ( t) ( ''homogeneous'' helical mo
tion) and on substituting (6) into the equation of 
motion (5), we obtain 

N 

:t (vk+ ;~:A)+VWk= ~1 Vkz(Vt-Vk) 

-vkcurl curlVk +[Vkx((curl-ak)Vko+ :;: Ho)J. 

(7) 

On replacing (7) by the condition that the equations 
are soluble (by taking the curl) and on taking (6) 
into account we obtain 

N 

~ (akVk)= ~ vk1curl(V1 -Vk)-vk(curl)3 Vk 
1=1 

In the simplest case when the quantity in the 
square brackets does not depend on the coordi
nates, i.e., when 

(8) 
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equation (8) assumes a particularly simple form 
N 

:t (aNk) = ~ '1kzcurl(V1 -Vk)- vk(curl) 3Vk 
l=l 

+{[(curl- ak) Vko +(f.tek!cmk) Hol V} Vk. (9) 

Thus, when the set n0 - a certain solution of 
the system (1) -is known, then (4), (6), and (8) 
represent a system of linear partial differential 
equations. Since this system is linear, the vector 
fields n (A, Vk) satisfy the superposition princi
ple. We note that the problem of the validity of 
the superposition principle for finite amplitude 
fields has been previously studied in a number of 
papers. 6- 12 

2. By utilizing the method developed for sta
tionary helical motion10 we obtain an equation for 
the vector potential A, and also expressions for 
the partial currents. On introducing the notation 

N 

Q: == 4ne~nk!mk, Q2 = ~ Q7, Uk =: 4neknkC-1Vk, 
z,:I 

ak = ak-curl, ;0 =-curl,~ _curl curl+ 8!lc2a2jat2, 
(10) 

where all the operators &k and &0 commute13 •14 

with each other (and also with ~ , if ak = const), 
we rewrite the system (4) and (6) in the following 
form N 

~ Ur= ~A, ~kuk +( Qk/c) 2~ 0A = 0, 
1=1 

divA= 0, div Uk= 0. (11) 

On multiplying the first equation of (11) by the 
operator f. 

L = II~r = L~k. (12) 
I 

where the product is taken over all the different 
ak, and on utilizing the second equation of (11), we 
obtain the equation for the vector potential A 

N 

[l~ + ~0 ~ (D.z!c)2Lz] A= 0. 
1=1 

(13) 

On multiplying the second equation of (11) by a~- 1 

and on summing over all k we obtain the recur
rence relation 10 

N N N 

~ a;U1 =curl [~ a7-1U1 + A 2] a7-1 (D.tfc)2], 

1=1 1=1 1=1 

from which with the aid of the first of relations 
(11) we obtain 

N N n 

~ a7U1 = [<curlt~ + ~ (D.zlc)2 2j a7-m (curl)m] A. 
1=1 1=1 m=l (14) 

On setting in (14) n = 1, 2, , .. , N - 1 we obtain 
together with the first equation of (11) a system of 
algebraic equations linear in uk. It is soluble if 
among the ak there are no equal ones ( ak ,.; az. 
k ,.; Z), since its determinant is a Vandermonde 
determinant.14 On solving it we obtain a linear 

differential operator Yk which on being applied to 
the vector potential A yields 

(15) 

3. We consider fields in a neutral plasma in 
the presence of a constant homogeneous magnetic 
field H0 = const. On setting 

E0 = Vko = '~kl = 'lk = 0, ak = const, 

Wko = canst, e = f.1 = I, 

we obtain from (9) with the aid of (15) the follow
ing equation 

y,[aka/at- (e,.lcm,.)(HoV)l A= 0, (16) 

which must be solved simultaneously with (13). 
For a progressive wave of the simple harmonic 

form 
A = A0 exp {i(wt- xnr)}, V,. = V0,. exp {i(wt- xnr)} 

(17) 
( w is the frequency, K is the wave number, n is 
a unit vector in the direction of motion of the wave, 
A0 and Vok are complex amplitudes) on substi
tuting (17) into (16) we obtain 

an= -xnw,./w, w,.- ekH 0 /cmk. (18) 

On substituting (17) into (6) we obtain the am
plitudes 
V0,. = (ek/cm,.) (snw,./w- I)-1A0 , A0= [nxb] +is [nx[nxb}}, 

(19) 
where b is an arbitrary constant vector, the quan
tity s characterizes the polarization of the wave 
s = ±1. The vectors A and Vk whose amplitudes 
satisfy a relation of the form AoAo = 0 are cir;.. 
cularly polarized. 

On utilizing (4), (17), and (19) we obtain in the 
usual manner1•2 the dielectric constant of the 
plasma Eo 

N 

s0 =I - 2j ( !Jz/w) 2 I [I- (snwz/w)l, (20) 
1=1 

and from the condition that the equations are sol-
uble we obtain the phase velocity V ph = w/ K 

(21) 

It follows from (20) and (21) that there exist two 
waves (corresponding to s = ±1) of different 
polarization (leading to different Eo) which are 
propagated with different phase velocities. 

If w - snwk, then for a fixed A0 the velocity 
Vok should in accordance with (19) increase with
out limit. However, the relation (19) and the ap
proximation itself cease to hold when Vok becomes 
comparable to the corresponding thermal velocity 

vkT· 
4. We now give the principal conditions under 

which the hydrodynamic approximation is applic-
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able to plasma. Let L and T be the characteristic 
length and time for the process; let Ak and Tk be 
the mean free path and the corresponding time, and 
let VkT be the thermal velocity for the k-th type 
of ions. We can consider the medium to be con
tinuous if the process is sufficiently slow 
( T » Tk) and the gas is sufficiently dense 
{ L » Ak). The pressure Pk is scalar if the mag
netic fields are sufficiently weak ( 27Tcmk/Hek» 
7 k• Ak/VkT). 

The plasma may be regarded as incompressible 
if its temperature is sufficiently great, i.e., if the 
velocity of thermal motion VkT is considerably 
greater than both the velocity of ordered motion 
vk ( VkT » lvk I), and also the velocity of propa
gation of the disturbance being considered in the 
given approximation ( VkT » Vph). 

If for a certain type of motion one of the kinds 
of ions (there may be several such kinds) plays 
no essential-role (for example, the partial cur
rents due to it are small), then the above condi
tions need not necessarily be satisfied for it. 
The latter conditions are similar to the conditions 
for the applicability of ordinary magnetohydrody
namics,4•12•15 but are not so restrictive. 

We assume that the plasma has two components. 
Then with the aid of (20) and (21) we obtain the 
expression for the phase velocity 

v;h = (cw I Q) 2(l - snw11w) (snwJw - 1), (22) 

which coincides with the expression obtained from 
formula (13) of Braginskil's paper3 if the plasma 
is regarded as incompressible, and if the transi
tion is made to the limit cz, ci- co. 

On assuming that the frequencies in formula 
(22) are small ( nwi » w) we obtain an expression 
for the phase velocity 

V,ph:::::::(H0!V4nMn) cos (nHo), 

which coincides respectively with expressions 
(2 .23) and (2 .18) of Syrovat-skil's paper15 for the 
Alfven and for the slow magnetoacoustic waves 
(in the limiting case of high temperature VT- co). 

We note that the well known expressions1•2 for 
the dielectric permittivity tensor were obtained 
for the case of zero temperature ( VkT - 0) and 
for infrequent collisions ( T « 1K), i.e., in a 
limiting case which is the opposite to the one con
sidered here. 

5. The boundary conditions which have to be 
adopted in solving the system (1) assume different 
forms depending on the properties of the plasma 
boundary and on the nature of the process. If an 
ideal ( vkl = vk = 0 ) plasma is bounded by a di-

electric, then on integrating (1) in the simplest 
case when there are no surface charges or cur
rents we obtain the following boundary condi
tions: 5 

The square brackets denote the difference be
tween the values of the quantity contained within 
the brackets taken on the two sides of the bound
ary; the index t denotes the tangential (to the 
plasma boundary) components of the vectors, 
while the index n denotes the normal components. 
On utilizing (2) we bring the conditions (23) into 
the form 

[(Ho+ H)tl = [(Eo+ E)tl = [f.t(Ho+ H)nl 

which is the most convenient one for the solution 
of problems by means of the present method. 

In conclusion the author expresses his deep 
gratitude to N. V. Saltanov and E. F. Tkalich for 
discussions. 
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